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Abstract

We design a search strategy for the Standard Model t t̄ t t̄ production at the LHC in the same-sign dilepton 
and trilepton channels. We study different signal features and, given the small expected number of signal 
events, we scrutinize in detail all reducible and irreducible backgrounds. Our analysis shows that by im-
posing a basic set of jet and lepton selection criteria, the SM pp → t t̄ t t̄ process could be evidenced in the 
near future, within Run-II, when combining both multi-lepton search channels. We argue that this search 
strategy should also be used as a guideline to test New Physics coupling predominantly to top-quarks. In 
particular, we show that a non-resonant New Physics enhancement in the four-top final state would be de-
tectable through this search strategy. We study two top-philic simplified models of this kind, a neutral scalar 
boson and a Z′, and present current and future exclusion limits on their mass and couplings.
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1. Introduction

With the discovery of the last elementary particle predicted by the Standard Model (SM), the 
Higgs boson, and with the recent upgrade in both energy and luminosity of the LHC, the field of 
high energy physics has entered unchartered waters. Concerning the discovery of New Physics 
(NP) at the LHC, we currently find ourselves at an inflection point with two possible outcomes: 
on one hand, NP may soon appear during Run-II in one of the signatures already being explored 
at the LHC. On the other hand, NP might as well be hidden in challenging signatures difficult to 
measure at current luminosities. In our experimental quest towards discovering NP at the LHC, 
it is therefore important to scrutinize all possible final states, including those produced in rare 
SM processes with small cross-sections, and usually considered to be beyond the LHC Run-II 
sensitivity reach.

Most current studies of this kind are geared towards final states and processes involving the 
heaviest known particles, the Higgs boson and the top quark. In particular, many recent proposals 
exist to study the Higgs boson in final states with extra radiation [1], differential distributions in 
Higgs production [2–5], Higgs pair production [6–8] and Higgs production in association with 
other massive particles [9] including top-quarks [10–12]. On the other hand, the top quark has 
been studied extensively in LHC mainly through top-quark pair production [13–16], as well as 
through single-top production [17,18], both within the SM and beyond. More recently, associate 
t t̄H and t t̄Z production have also become objects of intense study [19,20]. Finally, one of the 
long standing challenges in top physics is to measure four-top quark production. This process 
is interesting given that its small cross-section in the SM can be significantly enhanced in many 
NP scenarios, see Refs. [21–28]. In this study we propose a dedicated search strategy for the SM 
production of four-top quarks at the 13 TeV LHC in the multi-lepton decay channels. We probe 
the reach of our search and show that it is possible for the LHC to find evidence for four-top 
production before the end of Run-II.

The SM four-top process produces a rich set of final states all giving rise to interesting signa-
tures at the LHC. A useful way of illustrating all four-top decay channels is depicted in Fig. 1, 
where each side of the unit square is partitioned into the leptonic, semi-leptonic and hadronic 
branching ratio of t t̄ . Regions with the same shade represent a particular t t̄ t t̄ decay mode and 
the total area of the shades gives the corresponding branching ratio. The dominant decay mode is 
the mono-leptonic channel with a branching ratio of ∼40%, followed by the fully hadronic and 
opposite-sign (OS) dilepton modes with ∼20% each, the same-sign (SS) dilepton (represented by 
the dotted blue contour) and the trilepton modes with ∼10% each and finally the fully leptonic 
mode with ∼ 1%. Because of large backgrounds in the mono-leptonic and hadronic channels, 
the SS dilepton channel is usually considered to be the most promising search channel for the 
SM four-top process at the LHC. Bellow we argue that, for higher luminosities within Run-II, 
a dedicated search based on trileptons can achieve comparable or even better sensitivities to the 
four-top signal than the SS dilepton channel.

Four-top production in the SM is challenging due to its small cross-section at the LHC, of 
about 10 fb at 13 TeV [29]. There are only few existing proposals for beyond SM four-top 
searches [21,23–26,28,30–35] and also some preliminary experimental reports [36–42] in this 
direction. We present a detailed classification of all relevant backgrounds for the four-top SS 
dilepton and trilepton channels. Special emphasis is given to the reducible backgrounds com-
prised of fake leptons and charge-flip. These backgrounds, which are always difficult to model 
in a phenomenological analysis, must be correctly estimated since they turn out to be important 
for giving reliable predictions.
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Fig. 1. Branching ratios for the possible t t̄ t t̄ decay channels. The total square has unit area and each side represents either 
the leptonic, semi-leptonic or hadronic branching ratio of t t̄ (undecayed τ -lepton is included). For the sake of clarity we 
have rendered all areas corresponding to a particular final state with the same color (even disconnected in the graphic), 
whereas the quoted percentage corresponds to the sum of all areas associated to a particular final state. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A measurement or an upper bound on the SM four-top process using our proposed search 
strategy can be directly used to constrain interesting non-resonant NP scenarios coupling domi-
nantly to top-quarks. These top-philic NP scenarios with SM-like kinematics would easily avoid 
bounds from top-pair production and other searches and would most naturally manifest them-
selves as deviations in the total four-top production. To illustrate this, we present current and 
projected constrains on two top-philic simplified models (a neutral vector and a scalar mediator) 
entering four-top production, and show that our search strategy can cover important regions of 
parameter space.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the expected 
features of the SM four-top process at the LHC relevant for the multi-lepton channels. In Sec-
tion 3 we design dedicated searches for the SS dilepton and trilepton channels separately and then 
combine them statistically to present discovery/evidence luminosities as well as exclusion limits 
for the SM four-top signal strength. To be as general as possible, we also consider the impact 
on signal sensitivity when using different estimations of the reducible backgrounds (fake leptons 
and charge-flip). In Section 4 we use our SM four-top strategy to give bounds on two top-philic 
non-resonant NP models that contribute to pp → t t̄ t t̄ at the LHC. We give a final discussion and 
present our main conclusions in Section 5. A detailed analysis of all irreducible and reducible 
backgrounds can be found in the Appendices.

2. Signal features

In the SM, the production of t t̄ t t̄ is predominantly a QCD process of order O(α4
S) that requires 

a partonic center-of-mass energy of at least 4mt ∼ 692 GeV, resulting in a very small cross-
section at the LHC. Besides QCD, there is also a sub-leading Higgs boson exchange contribution 
of order O(α2

Sy4
t ) and an EW contribution of order O(α2

Sα2), both accounting for ∼10% of the 
total cross-section. The QCD driven four-top process is given at leading order (LO) by 72 and 12 
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Fig. 2. Gluon initiated representative LO diagrams contributing to pp → t t̄ t t̄ in the SM. The first two diagrams give 
leading contributions of order O(α4

S
) while the last diagram includes a sub-leading contribution of order O(α2

S
y4
t ) with 

a Higgs boson exchange (blue dashed propagator). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Minimum truth-level distance between any pair of top-quarks for both four-top production (black) and top-pair 
production (red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)

topologically inequivalent diagrams from initial gg and qq̄ scattering, respectively. At the LHC, 
the gluon-initiated process accounts for approximately 95% of the total QCD cross-section. Us-
ing MadGraph5 [43] we calculated at 

√
s = 13 TeV the four-top production cross-section and 

found σLO(t t̄ t t̄ ) = 9.7 fb at LO and σNLO(t t̄ t t̄ ) = 12.32 fb at next-to-leading order (NLO). For 
a complete analysis of pp → t t̄ t t̄ at NLO in QCD, the reader is referred to Ref. [29]. In Fig. 2
we show three representative Feynman diagrams contributing to the gg → t t̄ t t̄ process.

Since t t̄ t t̄ decays into a large number of final states (of order O(10) particles) predominantly 
along the central direction, it is important to give a rough estimate of the amount of accidental 
object overlaps expected in the detector. For this we considered the minimum angular separation 
�Rmin

2t between any pair of top-quarks in each event (irrespective of their charge). In Fig. 3 we 
have plotted the truth-level distribution of this variable for the four-top signal (black), compared 
to top-pair production pp → t t̄ (red). The plot suggests that we should expect a considerable 
amount of object overlaps between the decay products of the four-top signal. This accidental 
overlap will manifest itself as a drop in isolation efficiency at the object reconstruction level, in 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the number of jets for the SS dilepton (left) and trilepton (right) channels for signal and expected 
backgrounds.

particular it will show up as an increase in the fraction of leptons from top decays that end up 
accidentally close to jets.

The main signature of a four-top event is the large number of b-jets coming from the weak 
decay of each top-quark. All of the dominant t t̄ backgrounds are expected to have less b-jets per 
event, making the b-jet multiplicity Nb the most important signal to background discriminant. 
In order to exploit this fact, we will use in our analysis a high efficiency operating point for the 
b-jet tagging algorithm and put a cut on the number of b-jets. This should be enough to raise the 
signal-to-background ratio considerably.

When focusing on the multi-lepton channels, besides having many b-jets, events are also 
expected to have a fair amount of hard light-quark and charm jets coming from the hadronic 
decay of top-quarks plus the expected additional soft jets from QCD radiation. For this reason 
the total jet multiplicity Nj will also be a relevant variable in our search. In Fig. 4 (left) we plot 
Nj for the four-top sample in the SS dilepton channel. Here, the signal is characterized by a 
mean of Nj = 7 hard jets, while the two leading backgrounds t t̄W and t t̄Z have jet multiplicity 
distributions peaking at lower values around Nj = 4. Similar arguments hold for the trilepton 
channel, as can be seen in Fig. 4 (right), the signal jet multiplicity peaks around Nj = 6 also 
above the two leading backgrounds.

The remaining features characterizing the four-top signal in the multi-lepton channel are in 
part related to the total transverse energy of the process. Highly energetic events will have more 
boosted top-quarks giving rise to a very different signature when compared to events close to 
t t̄ t t̄ production threshold. In order to get an idea of the distribution of events according to their 
transverse energy we show the truth level pT -distribution for top-quarks in Fig. 5. We see that a 
significant fraction of events with boosted top-quarks (with pT � 300 GeV) can be expected. In 
fact, we find that 51% of the events contain at least one top-quark with pT > 300 GeV, and 28% 
(6%) of the events contain at least two (three) top quarks with pT > 300 GeV.

Hadronic boosted top-quarks can be tagged using jet substructure techniques, see Ref. [44]. 
Unfortunately, at expected LHC luminosities and current top-tagging efficiencies, we find that 
even these sizable boosted-top fractions are not sufficient and we do not include top-tagging in a 
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Fig. 5. pT -distributions of pT -ordered top quarks in t t̄ t t̄ production at 13TeV LHC.

Fig. 6. Four-top lepton multiplicity after taking into account detector effects and leptonic isolation criteria: mini-isolation 
(solid blue), traditional isolation criteria with cone radius of 0.5 (dashed red). (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

competitive four-top search based on the multi-lepton signature. Such techniques might however 
be of more relevance in the single-lepton or fully hadronic t t̄t t̄ signatures and/or for larger signal 
event samples expected from the high-luminosity LHC phase.

Another important consequence of boosted top-quarks is however the reduction of the signal 
efficiency in the multi-lepton channels. The sought lepton coming from a boosted top-quark 
decay will usually be collimated with the b-quark and end up close to the b-jet axis, eventually 
overlapping with the b-jet induced hadronic activity in the calorimeters. Such signal leptons 
will fail the standard lepton isolation criteria. To bypass this issue as well as accidental lepton 
overlaps with other jets in the event, we use the mini-isolation technique, useful for identifying 
signal leptons close or even inside hadronic jets. The details of mini-isolation can be found in 
Ref. [45], however for the purposes of the following paragraphs we briefly describe it as follows. 
In contrast to the standard lepton isolation requirement based on a fixed isolation cone radius 
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R cone ≡ √
�η2 + �φ2, the mini-isolation criterium adopted in this work is based on defining a 

variable isolation cone radius

R cone (pT �) = min
(
R0,

pT0

pT�

)
, (1)

where R0 and pT0 are fixed parameters and pT�
is the transverse momentum of the candidate 

lepton.
In order to illustrate the impact of lepton isolation on the four-top multi-lepton channels, we 

show in Fig. 6 the lepton multiplicity distributions before and after imposing isolation require-
ments in absence of kinematic cuts (apart from lepton isolation). Parton shower and hadronization 
effects are included via Pythia8 [46] and leptonic isolation cuts plus detector smearing are im-
plemented with Delphes3 [47]. As we can see in the figure, the fraction of events with more 
than one lepton in the final state at truth-level (grey histogram) is significantly reduced once the 
standard isolation requirement is imposed (dashed red line). As stated above, many signal lep-
tons fail to pass the standard isolation because at least one of the top-quarks is typically boosted 
or because it accidentally ends up close to an unrelated jet. We have also plotted in Fig. 6 the 
performance of the mini-isolation requirement (solid blue line) for the parameters in Eq. (1) set 
to R0 = 0.5 and pT0 = 7.5 GeV. This shows that the signal efficiencies for both the SS dilepton 
and trilepton channels can improve by a factor of ∼ 2 when compared to the standard isolation 
criteria.

As a last signal feature related to the presence of boosted top-quarks, we consider the truth-
level distance between leptons and b-quarks �R�b as a function of the top-quark boost. As 
explained above, the lepton coming from a boosted top-quark decay is expected to be close 
to the b-quark. This is not the case for an energetic lepton arising from the leptonic decay of 
a W boson in, e.g. the t t̄W± background. For this reason functions of �R�b could potentially 
work as good discriminants in a multi-lepton four-top search. In order to test this idea, we plot 
at parton level in Fig. 7 the maximum separation �Rmax

�b between each lepton and the set of 
b-quarks against the lepton transverse momentum for a sample of pp → t t̄ t t̄ decaying in the SS 
dilepton channel (blue dots) and compare it to a t t̄W± background sample (red dots). Notice the 
mild separation between signal and background in the high-pT region, where signal events tend 
to cover the low �Rmax

�b region while background events tend to cover larger �Rmax
�b values. Un-

fortunately, the signal and background separation is not good enough and the expected number 
of events at LHC is too low, leading to a few-percent improvement of the signal significance for 
optimal choices of the cut on this variable. Nevertheless, at higher luminosities boost-sensitive 
angular discriminants such as �R�b could eventually be exploited to improve sensitivity.

3. Standard model four-top search strategy

The experimental program targeting the four-top signal at the LHC is currently in a pre-
liminary stage. Both CMS and ATLAS collaborations have released a hand-full of dedicated 
searches for the SM four-top signal at the LHC. These are mainly based on the hadronic and 
mono-leptonic channels [36–39]. Despite having much larger branching ratios than the multi-
lepton decay modes, searches in these channels suffer from a tiny signal-to-background ratio due 
to overwhelming QCD and t t̄ backgrounds. Better exclusion limits on the t t̄ t t̄ cross-section have 
been obtained in a set of SUSY searches based on the SS dilepton signature [40,41,48,49]. To 
our knowledge, the best upper bound to this date has been recently presented in a 13 TeV CMS 
search [49] and reads σ SM < 57 fb. The signal regions constructed for these SUSY searches aim 
t t̄ t t̄
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Fig. 7. Distribution of signal (blue) versus background (t tW±b + jets, red) events for the maximum distance between 
a lepton and a b-quark as a function of the transverse momentum of the lepton. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

for NP signatures and as a consequence make use of strong cuts on kinematic variables such 
as the effective mass meff and missing transverse energy /ET . The same is true for the recently 
proposed (resonant) t t̄ t t̄ search strategy in the SS dilepton channel [33] which otherwise shares 
several features with our proposal. Unfortunately, these cuts are not optimal for the SM four-top 
signature at lower luminosities where signal events are far from abundant. Another problem with 
existing searches is that the SS dilepton and trilepton channels are usually combined during event 
selection in the same signal regions (e.g. see Ref. [40]) and the differentiating features of the two 
signals with respect to their dominant backgrounds cannot be fully exploited.

In the following subsections we describe our SM four-top search strategy in the multi-lepton 
channels. In order to maximize signal sensitivity, we consider separately the SS dilepton and 
trilepton channels and show that each is optimized in a different signal region. Interestingly, 
for integrated luminosities ranging approximately between 50–75 fb−1, the trilepton channel 
surpasses in sensitivity the SS dilepton channel. The two searches described below avoid hard 
cuts on kinematic variables given that the four-top signal is statistically limited and also given 
the lack of a clear signal-to-background separation in the differential distributions (evidenced in, 
e.g. Fig. 7). For this reason, both searches essentially consist in an optimization of jet and b-jet 
multiplicity selections. The main goal of this section is to demonstrate that by combining both 
dedicated multi-lepton searches, the LHC should achieve sensitivity to the SM four-top signal 
earlier than expected and possibly claim evidence of t t̄t t̄ production during Run-II.

3.1. Same-sign dilepton channel

At hadron colliders, events with SS dileptons are rarely produced in the SM. On the other 
hand, a SS dilepton signal is predicted in a variety of beyond the SM scenarios such as universal 
extra-dimension models, supersymmetry and left-right symmetric models, making this signature 
a promising place to discover new physics at the LHC. Among the rare SM processes giving rise 
to SS dileptons, pp → t t̄ t t̄ is one of the sub-dominant contributions. Consequently, searches for 
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SM t t̄ t t̄ production in the SS dilepton channel need to discriminate the signal from much larger 
backgrounds. We performed a detailed classification of all irreducible and reducible backgrounds 
in Appendix A. These fall into the following main categories: t t̄W , t t̄Z, t t̄H and “Others” for 
the irreducible backgrounds; in addition jets faking leptons and lepton charge mis-measurement 
(Q-flip) constitute the dominant reducible backgrounds.

We generated Monte-Carlo samples for both the signal and backgrounds using MadGraph
interfaced with Pythia8 to account for hadronization and showering effects. Background 
samples with large jet multiplicities were generated with AlpGen [50], see Appendix A. The 
detector response was simulated with Delphes3 in order to parametrically reproduce the LHC 
ATLAS detector.

Our search strategy then proceeds as follows. For b-jet reconstruction, we emulate a high 
operating-point b-tagging algorithm with a reconstruction efficiency around 75% for b-jets and 
rejection rates for charm and light jets of 8 and 400 respectively, see Ref. [51]. We isolate leptons 
using the mini-isolation requirement in Eq. (1) with cone parameters R0 = 0.2 and pT0 = 8 GeV
for electrons, and R0 = 0.3 and pT0 = 10 GeV for muons. In order to deal with isolated non-
prompt leptons arising from heavy meson decays inside jets, we reject any isolated leptons within 
a distance of �R�j < 0.4 from a reconstructed jet if the following condition is satisfied:

pT�
< α (�R�j )

β pTjet , (2)

where pT�
and pTjet are the transverse momenta of the lepton and the jet, respectively. The pa-

rameters in Eq. (2) are fixed at α = 0.19 for electrons, α = 0.17 for muons and β = −1 for 
the angular exponent. A recent search by CMS [49] used a similar condition to reduce isolated 
non-prompt backgrounds. For more details see Appendix D. In addition, the following selection 
criteria are imposed on the reconstructed objects: only electrons with pT > 15 GeV and |η| < 2,1

muons with pT > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.5, and jets of any flavor with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5
are retained.

Events are then required to contain:

• Exactly one SS dilepton (events with additional leptons are vetoed).
• Jet multiplicity (of any flavor) satisfying Nj ≥ 6.
• b-jet multiplicity satisfying Nb ≥ 3.

Finally, we bin the selected events into signal regions, denoted by SRnj, and defined by different 
threshold values n = 6, 7, 8, ... of the jet multiplicity Nj ≥ n.

The results of such an analysis are shown in Table 1. The expected number of total events 
Nexp in each signal region as well as the expected number of events for the signal and each back-
ground category correspond to an integrated LHC luminosity of L = 300 fb−1. The reducible 
backgrounds have been estimated using two benchmark values for the fake lepton (j → �±) 
and Q-flip (e∓ → e±) probabilities. The first benchmark defined by εfake = 7.2 × 10−5 and 
εQflip = 2.2 × 10−4, is obtained by fitting MC simulations to existing 13 TeV results based on 
data-driven methods. All results are then calculated using these mis-identification probabilities. 
In addition, for illustration purposes, results inside the parenthesis are calculated using a set of 
more conservative benchmark values, εfake = 10−4 and εQflip = 10−3. For a detailed discussion 
on both benchmark choices see Appendix C.

1 This specific cut in η removes large e± Q-flip background near the end-caps.
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Table 1
Four-top SS dilepton channel event yields assuming 300 fb−1 at 13 TeV LHC. Results are calculated using the benchmark 
εfake = 7.2 × 10−5 and εQflip = 2.2 × 10−4, estimated in Appendix C. In the parenthesis results are calculated using 
the conservative benchmark εfake = 10−4 and εQflip = 10−3. Here SRnj denotes the signal region with at least n tagged 
jets. The expected number of events is given by Nexp = Round(S + B).

L = 300 fb−1 SR6j SR7j SR8j

Nexp 139 (171) 85 (101) 43 (51)
tt̄tt̄ 16.7 13.5 8.9
t t̄W 60.7 35.0 17.1
t t̄Z 32.1 20.3 10.7
t t̄h 5.5 3.1 1.3
Fakes 12.5 (17.3) 7.1 (9.8) 3.3 (4.6)
Q-flip 7.6 (34.4) 3.7 (16.6) 1.6 (7.4)
Other 4.4 2.4 1.0

S/B 0.14 (0.11) 0.19 (0.15) 0.26 (0.21)
S/

√
B 1.51 (1.34) 1.60 (1.44) 1.53 (1.37)

For the SS dilepton channel the dominant background is the irreducible t t̄W background fol-
lowed by t t̄Z and the Q-flip background. As expected, the signal-to-background ratio increases 
with the jet multiplicity and the signal sensitivity is maximized for SR7j but drops for SR8j due 
to limited statistics. Consequently, we find that using the projected LHC luminosity of 300 fb−1, 
a four-top search in the SS dilepton channel is expected to yield a signal significance around 
S/

√
B = 1.60 with S/B = 0.19 if at least 7 jets are selected in the final state. We note that 

dedicated experimental analyses are expected to outperform our chosen fake lepton and Q-flip 
probability benchmarks. In the limit, where the associated backgrounds can be completely ne-
glected, the projected signal significance at 300 fb−1 luminosity improves to S/

√
B = 1.73 with 

S/B = 0.22 in the most sensitive SR7j region.

3.2. Trilepton channel

The trilepton signature has been used in the past at the Tevatron [52,53] and more recently at 
the LHC [19,20] to search for SUSY and other beyond SM scenarios that predict much larger 
rates than the SM. Because it is more difficult to isolate three leptons, the four-top trilepton 
channel suffers from lower acceptance and efficiency when compared to the SS dilepton channel. 
This can be seen when comparing the bins N� = 3 and N� = 2 (SS) in Fig. 6, where the ratio of 
events between the trilepton and the SS dilepton channels is predicted to be approximately 1 : 2. 
This implies that the four-top trilepton channel may achieve a comparable sensitivity to the SS 
dilepton channel if their backgrounds in a given signal region satisfy a hierarchy of at least 1 : 4.

The backgrounds for the trilepton channel have been classified in Appendix B. In contrast 
to the SS dilepton signature, trileptons have the advantage of a lower instrumental background. 
The reason for this is (i) Q-flip is no longer a background, (ii) the SM processes producing fake 
trileptons have a lower rate when compared to those processes producing fake SS dileptons. This 
last point is evident if one keeps in mind that fake trileptons arise from mis-reconstructed j → �±
in �±�∓j while fake SS dileptons arise from mis-reconstruction of the much more abundant �±j

final states.
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Table 2
Four-top trilepton channel event yields assuming 300 fb−1 at 13 TeV LHC. Results are calculated using the benchmark 
value εfake = 7.2 × 10−5 estimated in Appendix C. In the parenthesis results are calculated using the conservative 
benchmark value εfake = 10−4.

L= 300 fb−1 SR4j SR5j SR6j

Nexp 31 (32) 25 (26) 17 (17)
tt̄tt̄ 8.6 7.8 6.0
t t̄Z 9.9 8.0 5.1
t t̄W 6.7 4.9 2.9
t t̄h 2.3 1.8 1.2
Fakes 2.5 (3.5) 1.7 (2.4) 0.9 (1.3)
Other 1.4 1.0 0.5

S/B 0.38 (0.36) 0.45 (0.43) 0.57 (0.54)
S/

√
B 1.80 (1.76) 1.87 (1.84) 1.84 (1.80)

We apply the same lepton mini-isolation and b-tagging algorithm as in the SS dilepton case, 
as well as the condition in Eq. (2) for rejecting non-prompt lepton backgrounds. We also use the 
same kinematic cuts for physical objects and select events according to the following criteria:

• Exactly three charged leptons (events with additional leptons are vetoed).
• Jet multiplicity (of any flavor) satisfying Nj ≥ 4.
• b-jet multiplicity satisfying Nb ≥ 3.
• A Z-mass window veto: the invariant mass m�� of all possible same-flavor OS dileptons 

�+�− must fall outside the mass window 70 GeV < m�� < 105 GeV.

Selected events are then binned into signal regions SRnj with n = 4, 5, 6, ..., defined in the same 
way as in the previous section.

We present the results for the trilepton analysis in Table 2 for a projected LHC luminosity 
of 300 fb−1. The Z-mass veto used in this analysis has a signal acceptance of approximately 
90% and a very large rejection rate of the otherwise overwhelming t t̄Z background. This cut 
is thus instrumental in making the trilepton channel competitive with the SS dilepton channel 
despite smaller signal event rates. For the signal region SR5j we obtain a maximum signifi-
cance of S/

√
B = 1.87 with a high signal-to-background ratio of S/B = 0.45. In case the jet 

to lepton fake-rate can be significantly reduced compared to our conservative benchmark value 
εfake = 10−4 (see Appendix C), the significance can be improved up to S/

√
B = 1.97 with a high 

signal-to-background ratio of S/B = 0.50.

3.3. Results

We are now in position to give results for the SM four-top search in the combined SS dilepton 
and trilepton channels. We implemented a statistical analysis based on a log-likelihood test [54]
using the most sensitive signal regions for each channel, i.e. SR7j for the SS dilepton channel and
SR5j for the trilepton channel. Our analysis is based on the following main assumptions: (i) For 
the total number of observed events we use the sum of the expected signal and total background 
events. (ii) We only consider uncertainties for the dominant backgrounds, i.e. ∼12% and ∼13% 
of theoretical uncertainties (on the NLO cross-sections) for t t̄Z and t t̄W respectively [43] and 
a ∼50% uncertainty fixed at Lint = 13.2 fb−1 for the Fakes and Q-flip backgrounds extracted 
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Fig. 8. (Left panel) Iso-contours of 3σ evidence luminosities (fb−1) (shaded contours) and 5σ discovery luminosities 
(fb−1) (dashed lines) in the (εfake, εQflip)-plane of lepton-faking and Q-flip probabilities. The white cross corresponds 
to the estimated values (7.2 ×10−5, 2.2 ×10−4) from Appendix C, while the black cross corresponds to the conservative 
benchmark values (10−4, 10−3). (Right panel) Projected ATLAS 95% CL exclusion limits for the SM four-top signal 
strength as a function of the integrated luminosity for the SS dilepton channel (blue dotted line), the trilepton channel 
(blue dashed line) and the combination (blue solid line). We also include the results obtained from reducible backgrounds 
estimated using the conservative benchmark (gray lines). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

from Ref. [55]. For each uncertainty we assign an independent nuisance parameter following a 
gaussian prior. (iii) In order to project our results to arbitrary luminosities, the number of signal 
and background events are scaled with Lint, while the statistical uncertainties for the Fakes and 
Q-flip backgrounds are scaled with 

√
Lint. (iv) Estimated backgrounds for the Fake leptons and 

Q-flip are based on the mis-identification probabilities εfake = 7.2 ×10−5 and εQflip = 2.2 ×10−4

estimated in Appendix C.
We now present evidence and discovery luminosities for the SM four-top signal based on our 

search strategy, i.e. predict when the LHC should exclude the background-only hypothesis at 
3σ and 5σ respectively. We find that the LHC experiments should be able to establish evidence 
(p-value of 3 × 10−3) for the SM four-top process at a combined integrated luminosity of Lint 

215 fb−1, and claim discovery (p-value of 3 × 10−7) at a higher integrated luminosity of Lint 

1060 fb−1. These results show that with our search strategy, the LHC starts becoming sensitive 
to four-top production in the SM at luminosities achievable within Run-II.

As already alluded to above, these projections are very sensitive to the Fake and Q-flip 
background estimations, which are based on particular set of values for the lepton-faking 
and Q-flipping probabilities. To illustrate this point, we plot in Fig. 8 (Left) iso-contours 
of both 3σ evidence (shaded contours) and 5σ discovery (dashed lines) luminosities in the 
(εfake, εQflip)-plane. The mis-identification probabilities used for our results is marked with a 
white cross, while the much more conservative benchmark εfake = 10−4 and εQflip = 10−3 is 
marked with a black cross. For example, improving upon our estimates for εfake,Qflip by an order 
of magnitude would make the associated backgrounds completely negligible. In that limit we 
find that the LHC experiments should be able to establish 3σ evidence for SM t t̄ t t̄ production 
already at an integrated luminosity of Lint 
 98 fb−1, and claim discovery at Lint 
 420 fb−1.
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The extracted upper limit from our search for the SM four-top signal strength is

μSM
t t̄ t t̄

≤ 1.87 at 95% CL, (3)

for an integrated luminosity of Lint = 300 fb−1. In Fig. 8 (right) we give the 95% CL exclu-
sion limits on the signal strength μSM

t t̄ t t̄
for each individual multi-lepton channel (blue dotted 

and dashed lines) and for both combined (blue solid line) as a function of the integrated lu-
minosity. We also present results (gray lines) obtained using the benchmark εfake = 10−4 and 
εQflip = 10−3 to estimate the reducible backgrounds. Notice that the extracted upper bound for 
the signal strength in the combined analysis does not change considerably when using this more 
conservative benchmark. As expected, for higher luminosities the trilepton channel achieves bet-
ter sensitivity than the SS dilepton channel and drives the search.

4. Application to new physics

Many NP models addressing the SM hierarchy or flavor puzzles predict new TeV scale dynam-
ics coupling most strongly to the third generation, in particular the top quark (see e.g. Refs. [22,
56]). Such interactions can most naturally be searched for through multi-top-quark production. 
Several existing proposals target pair- or t t̄ -associated production of heavy resonances decaying 
to top quark pairs [24–26,30–34]. In this case the dominant signature is the appearance of res-
onances in t t̄ invariant mass spectra. In all cases, for multi-TeV resonance masses, boosted top 
searches can be effective in these scenarios [35].

On the other hand, color-neutral particles coupling predominantly to the third generation with 
masses below the t t̄ threshold are at present only weakly constrained [57]. Such states appear 
in models addressing recent B-meson decay anomalies [58,59] or in scenarios of cosmological 
thermal relic dark matter (see e.g. Refs. [60,61]). The exchange of such particles mediating four-
top production would generically result in kinematics, not strikingly different from the dominant 
QCD contributions. Their dominant effect is thus expected to be a modification of the inclusive 
four-top production cross-section. We study this possibility in more detail using two represen-
tative toy model examples in which we extend the SM with respectively a new vector or scalar 
boson affecting the four-top production at the tree-level: (1) a top-philic neutral Z′ vector boson 
and (2) a neutral scalar φ with Yukawa couplings to the top. In the first model we assume for 
simplicity that the Z′ with mass mZ′ only couples significantly to right-handed top quarks.2 The 
relevant interaction Lagrangian then reads

LZ′ = −gtZ′ t̄R/Z′tR . (4)

We note that the chiral top-current, to which Z′ is coupled is broken explicitly by the top quark 
mass (and by anomalies) and the mZ′ → 0 limit cannot be approached trivially in this model. 
Nonetheless, well defined UV completions exist in the literature where these issues are properly 
addressed with no immediate consequences for t t̄ t t̄ phenomenology (see e.g. Refs. [62–64] for 
an explicit example as well as Ref. [65] for a more general discussion). In the second model, the 
relevant φ–t interactions are on the other hand described by

Lφ = −ytφ t̄LφtR + h.c. (5)

Depending on the phase of ytφ , this interaction is in general CP violating. While the form 
of interactions above is not manifestly invariant under the SM EW gauge symmetry, suitable 

2 This same interaction was studied in Ref. [33], but in a different parameter region.
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Fig. 9. Predictions for the deviation σNP+SM/σSM in the pp → t t̄ t t̄ cross-section at 
√

s = 13 TeV within the simplified 
NP Z′ (left-hand side) and φ (right-hand side) models as a function of the couplings gtZ′ and ytφ , for different Z′ and 
φ masses, respectively.

UV completions in terms of multiple Higgs doublet or singlet SM extensions can be easily 
constructed where the dominant effects in t t̄ t t̄ phenomenology are captured by the effective 
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) (see e.g. Ref. [28]). By choosing mφ = mh = 125 GeV, this second exam-
ple also covers the interesting case of a modified top Yukawa coupling of the SM Higgs boson.

In both models, since the new degrees of freedom are never produced on-shell, their effects 
in four-top production are largely independent of their possible other interactions.3 In our case, 
contributions can be parametrized in terms of the mediator mass and the relevant coupling to 
top quarks, (mZ′ , gtZ′ ) for model (1) and (mφ ,ytφ) for model (2), respectively, and in particular 
do not depend on the mediator decay width. This is in contrast to direct t t̄ resonance searches, 
where the resonance width can play an important role (see e.g. [34,66–68]).

In Fig. 9 we show the predicted four-top production cross-section including NP contri-
butions σNP+SM(pp → t t̄ t t̄ ) in both models, normalized to the SM cross-section prediction 
σSM(pp → t t̄ t t̄ ), all computed at LO in QCD. We find that for both NP models, the off-shell 
mediator contributions to pp → t t̄ t t̄ can considerably enhance the four-top production at the 
LHC. For the top-philic Z′ model (left panel), the enhancement with respect to the SM cross-
section becomes almost independent of the Z′ mass in the range mt � mZ′ � 2mt being roughly 
a factor of two for couplings satisfying 0.5 � gtZ′ � 1. On the other hand, the strong Z′ mass 
dependence for mZ′ � mt can be easily understood since the Z′ couples to an unconserved cur-
rent and the scattering amplitudes receive contributions proportional to its breaking due to mt , 
and thus grow with mt/mZ′ . For the neutral scalar model (right panel) the enhancement in the 
cross-section is practically mass-independent in the whole considered φ mass range. Here, one 
can expect an enhancement of order σNP+SM/σSM ∼ 2 for couplings of order ytφ ∼ 1. In both 
models, for mediator masses close to t t̄ threshold, interference effects make the mass dependence 

3 This should be compared to Ref. [33], where the new particle is assumed to be heavier than 2mt , appearing as an 
on-shell resonance that decays to t t̄ , and consequently motivating and resulting in a somewhat different search strategy.
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Fig. 10. NP exclusion regions for LHC luminosities of 30 fb−1 (purple), 100 fb−1 (blue), 300 fb−1 (dark cyan) and 
900 fb−1 (green) respectively, for the Z′ model (left) and the φ scalar model (right). The existing bound extracted from 
the recent CMS search [49] is shown in gray shade and bounded by a dashed contour. (For interpretation of the references 
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

non-monotonous. We note that the sign of these interference effects is fixed irrespective of the 
sign (or phase) of gtZ′(ytφ), since the NP mediated amplitudes are proportional to g2

tZ′(|ytφ |2)
in both models, respectively. Finally, resonance width effects (not included in our analysis) are 
expected to become relevant in the region a few GeV below threshold.

In the mass region of interest, the main effect of the considered NP contributions is to rescale 
the four-top cross-section while leaving the main kinematic distributions SM-like. Indeed, we 
have verified that the acceptances and efficiencies of the NP contributions for both proposed 
multi-lepton four-top search strategies are approximately constant in all of the NP parameter 
space and comparable to the SM signal. We are therefore able to apply the upper limits on the SM 
four-top production extracted from our search in the previous section directly. The resulting 95% 
CL exclusion regions in the NP parameter space (mass vs. coupling) for both simplified models 
are shown in Fig. 10. For comparison, we also show the corresponding bounds extracted from a 
recent CMS search [49]. Finally we note that, while we do not project our constraints to larger 
mediator masses, where the NP mediated t t̄ t t̄ production is resonantly enhanced, we expect our 
search strategy to retain good sensitivity also in this region of the NP models’ parameter space, 
as long as the resonant t t̄ pairs are not significantly boosted (mZ′,φ /2mt ).

5. Conclusions and outlook

The LHC will soon start exploring a new realm of rare SM processes. In case no new signal 
is detected in the most common search channels at the LHC during Run-II, rare processes such 
as pp → t t̄ t t̄ will become the next generation of probes for physics beyond the SM. These SM 
signatures can easily receive sizeable contributions from new dynamics otherwise transparent to 
existing experimental probes. For this reason it is important to have a set of simple yet effective 
dedicated search strategies aiming to measure these challenging signatures and probe possible 
deviations from SM predictions.
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In this work we have presented a simple search strategy for detecting four top-quarks produced 
in the SM at the LHC. In order to avoid large backgrounds in the all-hadronic and mono-leptonic 
decay modes, we have focused on the much cleaner SS dilepton and trilepton channels. In both 
cases, the final state is highly populated with light-jets, b-jets and leptons with enough energy 
to produce considerable overlap and merging between some of the final states, resulting in a 
substantial drop in signal efficiency (specially due to non-isolated leptons). We have also shown 
that significant separation between the four-top signal and the main backgrounds (such as t t̄W±
and t t̄Z) can be achieved using the b-jet and jet multiplicity distributions. These signal fea-
tures have been exploited in order to maximize S/B and S/

√
B for each channel, resulting 

in signal categories based on the mini-isolation requirement for leptons and a large b-jet and 
jet multiplicity cuts (Nj ≥ 7 for the SS dilepton channel, Nj ≥ 5 for the trilepton channel, 
and Nb ≥ 3 for both). For the trilepton case, we have included a Z-mass veto (in the OS and 
same-flavor dilepton invariant mass) in order to control the dominant t t̄Z backgrounds and sub-
stantially increase signal-to-background ratio and signal significance. Interestingly, this allows 
for the trilepton channel to achieve a better four-top sensitivity during LHC Run-II than the SS 
dilepton channel. In the Appendices, we give a detailed classification of all necessary irreducible 
and reducible backgrounds relevant for our analysis.

Projection results for evidence and discovery luminosities are given in Sec. 3.3. We have 
found that by combing the SS dilepton and trilepton channels, SM four-top production should 
be evidenced (3σ ) at 215 fb−1 of data, and possibly discovered (5σ ) around 1000 fb−1. These 
results are based on current estimations of the reducible fake-lepton and Q-flip backgrounds, 
extracted from fitting both mis-identification probabilities to 13 TeV data-driven predictions by 
ATLAS. These mis-identification probabilities have been estimated to be εfake = 7.2 × 10−5 for 
fake lepton (j → �±) and εQflip = 2.2 ×10−4 for Q-flip (e± → e∓), as explained in Appendix C. 
We give a projected upper limit on the t t̄ t t̄ signal strength (cross-section normalized to the SM 
value) of about 1.87 at 95% CL for 300 fb−1 of data. We have also analyzed the impact on the 
luminosities required for evidence, discovery and (95% CL) upper limits for four-top production 
when different fake lepton and Q-flip rates are considered for reducible background estimation 
(see Fig. 8). In the optimistic scenario where the experimental collaborations manage to substan-
tially reduce fake leptons and Q-flip backgrounds to negligible levels, four-top production may 
be evidenced in the very near future, at approximately 100 fb−1, and discovered at approximately 
420 fb−1.

The SM four-top search strategy presented above can also be used to probe non-resonant NP 
models with SM-like kinematics affecting four-top production, as for instance, a color-neutral 
new particle mainly coupling to top-quarks and with a mass below the 2mt threshold. This sce-
nario would indeed be invisible to most of the available four-top searches presented so far [36,
40–42,48]. We have used the constrains derived from our multi-lepton search for SM four-top 
production to set limits on two simplified top-philic models: a neutral scalar boson and a Z′
model. We have shown that our search can cover important regions of parameter space in both 
models at current luminosities and can probe couplings bellow ∼1 with 900 fb−1 of data.

As a final comment, we discuss some possible ways to improve our multi-lepton search strat-
egy. We have described in Sec. 2 some features that could, in principle, help distinguish the SM 
four-top signal from the dominant background source t t̄V . For instance, a lower cut on the effec-
tive mass meff, being significantly larger for the four-top final state when compared to t t̄V , could 
be used as a good signal-to-background discriminant at higher luminosities. Another interesting 
kinematic variable is the minimum distance between leptons and b-jets (shown at truth-level in 
Fig. 7) as well as possibly other variables based on angles between leptons and b-jets. A third 
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possibility, which could be implemented in case of an energy upgrade, is to include harder ra-
pidity cuts for leptons and b-jets by exploiting the fact that the t t̄V backgrounds will tend to be 
produced more into the forward region than the more massive t t̄t t̄ signal (already at 13 TeV, we 
estimated a 10% increase in signal significance at truth-level). Relevant especially in the high 
luminosity regime (beyond Run-II and Run-III), we leave it to the experimental collaborations 
to include (if necessary) these additional kinematical cuts on top of the multi-lepton four-top 
search strategy described in this work. Finally, the analysis presented here has been carried out 
by applying the same operating point (OP) in the rejection-efficiency plane for all the b-tags 
in the event selection. However, the signal significance might be improved with a multiple OP 
selection. We have found that using three different OPs among the ones presented in Ref. [51], 
it is possible to achieve up to one order of magnitude enhancement on the effective rejection 
for a given efficiency compared to the case where the same OP is applied to all the b-tags in 
the event. Likewise, multiple OPs may allow to improve the effective efficiency up to 10% for a 
given rejection.
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Appendix A. Breakdown of SS dilepton backgrounds

In this appendix we describe the backgrounds used for the analysis of Sec. 3.1. The back-
grounds that mimic the four-top SS dilepton signature fall into two types: (i) Irreducible back-
grounds coming from rare SM processes that contain one real SS dilepton pair in the final state, 
(ii) Reducible backgrounds of instrumental origin where a “fake” SS dilepton pair is produced in 
the detector.

All background simulations were performed at LO with MadGraph for samples with less 
than two extra partons in the final state or AlpGen for samples with more than two extra partons. 
We chose the NN23LO set for the parton distribution function (PDF) and FastJet [69,70] for 
clustering jets using the anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.4. Background samples with up to 2 extra 
partons at the matrix element (ME) level were merged and matched to the parton shower using 
the MLM matching scheme. When available [43], the LO cross-sections were rescaled with a 
K-factor to include NLO corrections.

Irreducible backgrounds The non-negligible background processes used in the SS dilepton 
search strategy are divided into background categories as shown in the two first columns of 
Table 3. There, we considered as an irreducible background any process producing final states 
at the ME level: one SS dilepton and a minimum of 4 hard quarks of which at least 2 must be 
b-quarks. In the two following columns we give the production cross-section calculated either in 
the 4-flavor or 5-flavor schemes (FS),4 subject to the partonic cuts pj

T > 25 GeV and �Rjj > 0.2

4 The definition of the jet j in the second column depends on the FS: j arises from the partons g, u, d, s, c in the 4FS 
and from g, u, d, s, c, b in the 5FS.
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Table 3
Irreducible backgrounds for the SS dilepton search. In the comment column, “MLM” indicates that the jet matching was 
performed. “Lost �” implies that for this background to produce a SS dilepton one or more of the leptons in a multi-lepton 
final state is lost either by not satisfying isolation requirements or down the beam pipe. In the last row we have included 
for comparison the SM four-top signal in the SS dilepton decay mode.

Category Backgrounds FS σ [fb] Decay mode σ × BR [fb] Comments

t t̄W t t̄ W± 5 350.4 W�± W�± Whad 16.84
t t̄ W± j 5 167.8 W�± W�± Whad 8.06 MLM
t t̄ W± jj 5 96.8 W�± W�± Whad 4.65 MLM
t t̄ W± jj 5 W�± W�± W�∓ 1.58 MLM, lost �

t t̄ W± bjj 5 2.3 W�± W�± Whad 0.11
t t̄ W± bb̄ jj 4 2.1 W�± W�± Whad 0.10

t t̄Z t t̄ Z 5 583.3 W�± Whad Z� 22.33 lost �

t t̄ Z j 5 404.7 W�± Whad Z� 15.50 MLM, lost �

t t̄ Z jj 5 194.9 W�± Whad Z� 7.46 MLM, lost �

t t̄ Z jj 5 W�± W�± Z� 3.18 MLM, lost �

t t̄h t t̄ h 4 397.6 W�± Whad W�± Whad 4.70 h → WW∗
t t̄ h 4 W�± Whad Z� Zhad 0.37 h → ZZ∗
t t̄ h 5 401.3 W�± Whad τ�± τhad 2.18 h → τ+τ−

Others tZ bjj 5 176.7 W�± Z� 4.52 lost �

t t̄ W+W− 4 8.0 W�± Whad W�± Whad 0.57
t t̄ W+W− 4 W�± Whad W�+ W�− 0.39 lost �

W±W± bb̄jj 4 1.25 W�± W�± 1.94
ZZ bb̄j 4 30.2 Z� Z� 0.31 lost �

Signal t t̄ t t̄ 4 9.2 W�± W�± Whad Whad 0.66

for jets of any flavor. All irreducible background processes eventually decay into an intermedi-
ate boson state V = W, Z (either on or off the mass shell), denoted by V� or Vhad depending 
on whether these decay leptonically or hadronically into final states fermions. The decay modes 
into the final state fermions are shown in the fifth column, while on the sixth column we give a 
rough estimate of the total cross-section of the background process based on the corresponding 
branching ratios BR. In the last column we give additional comments. We have checked that 
other backgrounds, such as tV V and V V V , etc (V = W, Z, h) are negligible when demanding 
Nb ≥ 3 and did not include them in the classification.

Reducible backgrounds Due to a large contribution from fake leptons and charged-flipped lep-
ton pairs, any four-top analysis at the LHC in the multi-lepton channel must include a correct 
estimation of these background processes. In this work, we estimate the fake lepton and charge-
flip (Q-flip) backgrounds by simulating all potential SM sources giving rise to one fake SS 
dilepton at the detector level via jet-to-lepton faking j → �± or a Q-flip for electron/positrons 
only e± → e∓. These mis-identifications are mainly produced through the following mecha-
nisms:

• Fake leptons: Can originate from incorrectly tagging as a lepton a charged meson related to 
a final state parton j . Another main source included in this category are non-prompt (real) 
leptons originating from the leptonic decay of a heavy meson inside a final state jet j . In this 
way an initial �±j pair can be detected as a SS dilepton via j → �± mis-identification.
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Table 4
Reducible backgrounds for the SS dilepton search. Here ε = 10−4 for the Fake category and 
ε = 10−3 for Q-flip category.

Category Backgrounds FS σ [pb] Decay mode σ × BR × ε [fb]

Fake t t̄ j 5 301.6 W�±Whad 11.43
t t̄ jj 5 124.9 W�±Whad 4.74
t t̄ bjj 5 5.3 W�±Whad 0.20
t t̄ bb̄ jj 4 3.0 W�±Whad 0.11
t t̄ bb̄ 3j 4 2.3 W�±Whad 0.09

Q-flip t t̄ jj 5 124.9 W�±W�∓ 8.03
t t̄ bjj 5 5.3 W�±W�∓ 0.34
t t̄ bb̄ jj 4 3.0 W�±W�∓ 0.19
t t̄ bb̄ 3j 4 2.3 W�±W�∓ 0.15
Z bb̄ 2j 4 26.3 Z� 2.66

• Q-flip: Can occur when a real OS dilepton pair coming from some underlying process is 
mistaken in the detector as a SS dilepton by mis-identifying the charge of one of the leptons. 
This effect is negligible for muons given that their charge is measured in both the inner 
silicon tracker and at the outer muon detector layer. Physically, the dominant contribution 
comes from trident conversion inside the detector: an incoming electron/positron suffers 
bremsstrahlung e± → γ e± → e∓e±e± inside the silicon tracker. Since the probability of 
Q-flip is proportional to the flight length inside the medium, the central region of the tracker 
(e.g. |η| < 2) produce less Q-flipped electrons than regions near the end-caps.

The dominant sources generating both reducible backgrounds are t t̄ + jets followed by 
W± + jets and Z + jets. For simplicity, it is enough to assume that the probabilities εfake and 
εQflip for these mis-identifications are flat in pT and η within the kinematic regions of our search 
strategy. We also assume that the fake lepton or Q-flipped electron (positron) inherit exactly the 
same kinematic properties as the source jet or positron (electron). Under these simplifications 
we just need to weight each of the simulated source samples with the corresponding mis-
identification probabilities, here fixed at the benchmark values εfake = 10−4 and εQflip = 10−3

(see Appendix C). The complete list of all dominant background sources generating the SS dilep-
ton reducible backgrounds are given in Table 4.

Appendix B. Breakdown of trilepton backgrounds

We now turn to the dominant backgrounds for the trilepton channel used in Sec. 3.2. The clas-
sification is very similar to the SS dilepton and is given in Table 5 for the irreducible backgrounds 
and Table 6 for the reducible backgrounds. All simulations were performed using the same tools 
and settings as described in Appendix A.

Appendix C. Fake lepton and Q-flip mis-identification probabilities

The usual way to estimate fake lepton and Q-flip backgrounds is by directly extracting the 
probability of object mis-identification as a function of pT and η from control data samples 
in signal regions relevant to the proposed search. Electron Q-flip rates are estimated using a 
likelihood fit to Z/γ ∗ → ee data samples [55], while lepton fake rates are extracted using the 
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Table 5
Irreducible backgrounds for the trilepton search. In the comment column, “MLM” indicates that the jet matching was 
performed. “Lost �” implies that for this background to produce a trilepton one lepton from a four-lepton final state is lost 
either by not satisfying isolation requirements or down the beam pipe. In the last row we have included for comparison 
the SM four-top signal in the trilepton decay mode.

Category Backgrounds FS σ [fb] Decay mode σ × BR [fb] Comments

t t̄W t t̄ W± jj 5 96.8 W�± W�± W�± 1.58 MLM
t t̄ W± bjj 5 2.3 W�± W�± W�± 0.04
t t̄ W± bb̄ jj 4 2.1 W�± W�± W�± 0.03

t t̄Z t t̄ Z 5 583.3 W�± Whad Z� 22.33
t t̄ Z j 5 404.7 W�± Whad Z� 15.50 MLM
t t̄ Z jj 5 194.9 W�± Whad Z� 7.46 MLM
t t̄ Z jj 5 W�± W�± Z� 3.18 MLM, lost �

t t̄h t t̄ h 4 397.6 W�± W�± W�∓ Whad 1.60 h → WW∗
t t̄ h 4 W�± W�∓ Z� Zhad 0.06 h → ZZ∗
t t̄ h 5 401.3 W�± W�∓ τ�± τhad 0.74 h → τ+τ−

Others t Z bjj 5 176.7 W�± Z� 4.52
W±Z bb̄ jj 4 70.3 W�± Z� 1.80
t t̄ W+W− 4 8.0 W�± W�± W�∓ Whad 0.39
ZZ bb̄j 4 30.2 Z� Z� 0.31

Signal t t̄ t t̄ 4 9.2 W�± W�± W�∓ Whad 0.45

Table 6
Reducible backgrounds for the trilepton search. Here ε = 10−4 for the Fake category.

Category Backgrounds FS σ [pb] Decay mode σ × BR × ε [fb]

Fake t t̄ jj 5 124.9 W�±W�∓ 0.80
t t̄ bjj 5 5.3 W�±W�∓ 0.03
t t̄ bb̄ jj 4 3.0 W�±W�∓ 0.02
t t̄ bb̄ 3j 4 2.3 W�±W�∓ 0.01
Z bb̄ 2j 4 26.3 Z� 0.27

matrix method applied to semi-leptonic t t̄ data samples [41]. The extracted values are typically in 
the range εfake ∼O(10−4) and εQflip ∼O(10−3) or less. For this reason many phenomenological 
analysis adopt as benchmark values:

εfake = 10−4 , εQflip = 10−3 . (6)

In order to better assess the sensitivity of our four-top search, it is important to know if this 
benchmark choice is either too conservative or too optimistic. The data-driven techniques used by 
the experimental collaborations are however difficult to implement without access to the 13 TeV 
control data sets. Nonetheless, we can still estimate εfake,Qflip by combining MC simulations and 
existing LHC searches as proposed in Ref. [71]. For this we rely on the SUSY search [55] by 
ATLAS at 13 TeV and 13.2 fb−1, where SS dileptons and trileptons were used as final states in 
different signal regions similar to the one in our multi-lepton search (for example SR3b). There, 
fake lepton and Q-flip backgrounds were estimated using data-driven techniques. We make use 
of their results (Tables 4 and 5 in Ref. [55]) to match MC samples by fitting the parameters 
εfake,Qflip that scale the total number of events in each signal region. For the fit we used samples 
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Fig. 11. Post-fit validation plots of our fake lepton and Q-flip background simulations (colored bars) for the best fit values 
given in Eq. (7) compared to ATLAS data-driven estimations (black dots with error bars). The definitions of the signal 
regions are given in Ref. [55]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)

of t t̄ + jets, W± + jets and Z + jets followed by a j → �± or e± → e∓ mis-identification. The 
best fit values we obtain are:

εfake = 7.2 × 10−5 , εQflip = 2.2 × 10−4 . (7)

Post-fit results of our fake lepton and Q-flip background simulations for this search, given by the 
colored bars in Fig. 11, agree very well within error bars with the ATLAS data-driven estimations 
in each signal region (black dots). Our fit suggests that the benchmark probabilities in Eq. (6) are 
a conservative choice for our four-top search and that the number reducible backgrounds events 
presented in Table 1 and Table. 2 between parenthesis are over-estimated. For this reason we 
present the results in Sec. 3.3 based on the estimation in Eq. (7) instead. In principle, a better fit 
to the ATLAS results could be achieved by including pT and η dependence for each probability 
and if more fitting parameters are included [71], but this should not alter considerably the values 
in Eq. (7).

Appendix D. Non-prompt lepton cuts

Here we give a few comments on the cut in Eq. (2) applied to leptons passing the mini-
isolation requirement. Most analyses by ATLAS and CMS veto reconstructed leptons too close 
to jets (typically with a distance �R�j < 0.4 from any jet) in order to reduce (isolated) non-
prompt lepton backgrounds originating from heavy meson decays inside jets. A slightly looser 
cut has been adopted by CMS in Ref. [49], based on rejecting isolated leptons satisfying:

pT�
< α pTjet (8)

with α = 0.7 for electrons and α = 0.85 for muons. With these values, CMS claims a high 
background rejection while keeping more than 50% of the signal inside the �R�j < 0.4 region. 
The non-prompt lepton cut in Eq. (2) used in our search has an additional dependence on the 
distance of the lepton from the jet, making the cut tighter (looser) at closer (larger) distances 
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Fig. 12. Comparison between different non-prompt lepton cuts for the four-top signal: �R�j < 0.4 veto (shaded gray), the 
cut adopted by CMS in Ref. [49] (dashed blue) and the cut in Eq. (2) adopted in our analysis (green). (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

than the one in Eq. (8). In Fig. 12 we show the fractions of four-top events after implementing 
the non-prompt lepton cuts: �R�j < 0.4 veto (shaded gray), the cut adopted by CMS in Ref. [49]
(dashed blue) and the cut in Eq. (2) adopted in our analysis (green).
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